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Hello and thank you very much for this opportunity to speak to about the upcoming election and my

policy commitments. I’m coming to you from Bpangarang country in beautiful North East Victoria and

I’m running as an independent Senate candidate to represent the State of Victoria.

A key reason behind my decision to run is that I think the Senate’s where you can make the greatest

contribution to ensuring that a sound, democratic parliament and the public sector are free from

corruption and external influence.

For years we’ve had the call to establish an independent senate as independent federal integrity

commission and there is still no action.

You cannot have good policies and good practice and sound robust government without

accountability. An independent integrity commission is essential for holding our political

representatives and public services to account and giving Australia the honest transparent and

functional political system we all deserve.

Independents like my friend Helen Haines have been pushing for this federal integrity commission

but we actually need independents in the Senate to get it over the line as well.

As an Independent Senator I will support the current AFIC bill developed and proposed by Dr Helen

Haines. I’ll work to ensure a federal integrity commission is established in a timely and thorough

manner. I’ll insist that a public timeline and benchmarks are set and agreed to by key decision makers

so that the commission has meaningful and permanent impact, and I’ll call out misspending and

misappropriation of funds in politics.

We have a whole set of things that have been going wrong – grants rorts, awarding of significant

contracts, the appointment of people to political jobs because they’re mates – it’s time that that

changes and I look forward to being in the Senate to make those changes.


